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U.S. v. Google: A Tough
Slog, But Also an
Intriguing Possibility

Did Google pay billions of dollars for the “inertia” of mobile device owners,
or for something else?
✒ BY LAWRENCE J. WHITE

A N T I T R U S T

T
he U.S. Department of Justice’s antitrust case
against Google, filed in October 2020, will be
a slog. It is being brought under Section 2 of
the Sherman Act, which prohibits “monopo-
liz[ing] any part of the trade or commerce,” and
monopolization cases are always a tough slog.

In this brief essay I will lay out some of the issues in the case and
raise an intriguing possibility about what Google was pursuing
in its business deals with Apple, which are some of the arrange-
ments under scrutiny in the case.

WHAT IS THIS CASE ABOUT?

The case is about exclusivity and exclusion in the distribution of
search engine services. Google paid substantial sums to Apple
and the manufacturers of Android-based mobile phones and
tablets, and also to wireless carriers and to web browser propri-
etors—in essence, to distributors—to install the Google search
engine as the exclusive pre-set (installed), default search program.

The suit alleges that Google thereby made it more difficult
for other search engine providers (e.g., Microsoft’s Bing, Duck-
DuckGo) to obtain distribution for their search engine services.
That, in turn, made it difficult for the other search providers to
attract users and to sell the online advertising that is associated
with search-engine use and that provides the revenue to support
the search “platform” in this “two-sided market” context.

Relatedly, this practice allowed Google to gain greater search
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user volume, which allowed it to learn more about its users and
their behavior. That enabled it to provide better search results to
users and better-targeted (higher-value) advertising to its adver-
tisers. Conversely, Google’s search-engine rivals were deprived of
that volume, with the mirror-image negative consequences for
those rivals. This is just another version of the standard “learn-
ing-by-doing” and the related “learning curve” (or “experience
curve”) concepts that have been well understood in economics
for decades.

Exclusion can be seen as a form of “raising rivals’ costs.” Equiv-
alently, exclusion can be seen as a form of non-price predation.
Under either interpretation, the exclusionary action impedes
competition.

It is important to note that these allegations are different from
those that motivated an earlier investigation of Google by the Fed-
eral Trade Commission (which the FTC dropped in 2013) and the
cases by the European Union against Google. Those cases focused
on alleged self-preferencing: that Google was unduly favoring its
own products and services (e.g., travel services) in its delivery of
search results to users of its search engine. In those cases, the impair-
ment of competition (arguably) happens with respect to those
competing products and services, not with respect to search itself.

WHAT IS THE RELEVANT MARKET?

For a monopolization allegation to have any meaning, there
needs to be an exercise of market power, which would have
adverse consequences for the buyers of the product. In turn, that
exercise of market power needs to occur in a relevant market, one
in which market power can be exercised.
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This is one of the important places where the DOJ’s case is likely
to turn into a slog. How to delineate the relevant market for alleged
monopolization cases is a largely unsolved problem for antitrust
economics. This is in sharp contrast to the issue of delineating
relevant markets for the antitrust analysis of proposed mergers. For
the latter category, the paradigm of the “hypothetical monopolist”
and the possibility that this hypothetical monopolist could pro-
spectively impose a “small but significant non-transitory increase
in price” has carried the day for the purpose of market delineation.

No such paradigm exists for monopolization cases, in which
the usual allegation is that the defendant already possesses market
power and has used exclusionary actions to buttress that power.

To see the difficulties, it is useful to recall the basic monop-
oly diagram from Microeconomics 101: A monopolist faces a

negatively sloped demand curve for its product (at
higher prices, less is bought; at lower prices, more
is bought), and sets a profit-maximizing price at the
level of output where its marginal revenue (MR) equals
its marginal costs (MC). Its price is thereby higher
than an otherwise similar competitive industry’s price
for that product (to the detriment of buyers), and
the monopolist earns higher profits than would the
competitive industry.

Unless there are reliable benchmarks as to what
the competitive price and profits would otherwise
be, any information as to the defendant’s price and
profits has little value with respect to whether the
defendant already has market power. Also, a claim
that a firm does not have market power because it
faces rivals and thus isn’t able to raise its price from
its current level profitably (because it would lose too
many sales to those rivals) similarly has no value.
Recall the monopolist from Micro 101: it doesn’t set
a higher price than the one where MR = MC because
it would thereby lose too many sales to other sellers
of other things.

Thus, any firm—regardless of whether it truly has
market power or is just another competitor in a sea of
competitors—should have already set its price at its

profit-maximizing level and should find it unprofitable to raise
its price from that level. And thus the claim, “Look at all of the
firms that I compete with! I don’t have market power!” similarly
has no informational value.

Let us now bring this problem back to the Google monopoliza-
tion allegation. What is the relevant market? In the first instance,
it must be “the provision of answers to user search queries.” After
all, this is the “space” in which the exclusion occurred. But there
are categories of search, such as search for products and services
as opposed to more general information searches (e.g., “What is
the current time in Delaware?” “Who was the 21st President of
the United States?”). Do those separate categories themselves
constitute relevant markets?
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Further, what would the exercise of market power in a (delin-
eated relevant) market look like? Higher-than-competitive prices
for advertising that targets search-results recipients is one obvious
answer (but see below). In addition, because this is a two-sided
market, the competitive “price” (or prices) might involve payments
by the search engine to the search users (in return for their expo-
sure to the lucrative attached advertising). And product quality
might exhibit less variety than a competitive market would pro-
vide, and/or the monopolistic average level of quality would be
lower than in a competitive market (e.g., more abuse of user data
and/or deterioration of the delivered information itself via more
self-preferencing by the search engine and more advertising-driven
preferencing of results).

In addition, a natural focus for a relevant market is the advertis-
ing that accompanies the search results. Now we are at the heart of
the difficulty of delineating a relevant market in a monopolization
context: if the relevant market is “advertising on search engine
results pages,” it seems highly likely that Google has market power.
If the relevant market instead is all online U.S. advertising (of
which Google’s revenue share accounted for 32% in 2019), then
the case is weaker. And if the relevant market is all advertising in
the United States (which is about twice the size of online advertis-
ing), the case is weaker still. But, unless there is some competitive
benchmark, there is no easy way to delineate the relevant market.

WHAT HAS GOOGLE BEEN PAYING FOR, AND WHY?

As many critics of the DOJ’s case have pointed out, it is extremely
easy for device users to switch their default search engine. If inter-
net search were a normal good or service, this ease of switching
would leave little room for the exercise of market power. But if
this is so, why is Google willing to pay $8–$12 billion annually
for the exclusive default setting on Apple devices and large sums
to the manufacturers of Android-based devices (and to wireless
carriers and browser proprietors)? Why doesn’t Google instead
run ads in prominent places that remind users how superior
Google’s search results are and how easy it is for users (if they
haven’t already done so) to switch to the Google search engine
and make it their default choice?

Suppose that user inertia is important and that users generally
have difficulty in making comparisons with respect to the quality
of delivered search results. If that is true, then being the default
search engine on Apple and Android-based devices and on other
distribution vehicles would be valuable. In this context, the inertia
of their customers is a valuable “asset” of the distributors that
the distributors may not be able to take advantage of—but Google
can (by providing search services and selling advertising). But the
question of whether Google’s taking advantage of this user inertia
means that Google is exercising market power takes us back to
the issue of delineating the relevant market.

There is a further wrinkle to all of this. As Richard Gilbert and
David Newbery explained in a 1982 American Economic Review
article, an incumbent monopolist will be willing to pay more for

the exclusive use of an essential input than a challenger would
pay for access to that input. The basic idea is straightforward: By
maintaining exclusive use of the input, the incumbent monopolist
preserves its (large) monopoly profits. If the challenger enters,
the incumbent will then earn only its share of the (much lower,
more competitive) duopoly profits. Similarly, the challenger can
expect only the lower duopoly profits. Accordingly, the incumbent
should be willing to outbid (and thereby exclude) the challenger
and preserve the incumbent’s exclusive use of the input to protect
those monopoly profits.

To bring this to the Google monopolization context, if Goo-
gle does possess market power in some aspect of search—say,
because online search-linked advertising is a relevant market—
then Google will be willing to outbid Microsoft for the “asset”
of default access to Apple’s (inertial) device owners. That Mic-
rosoft is a large and profitable company and could afford to
match (or exceed) Google’s payments to Apple is irrelevant. If
the duopoly profits for online search-linked advertising would
be substantially lower than Google’s current profits, then Mic-
rosoft would not find it worthwhile to try to outbid Google for
that default access asset.

Alternatively, this scenario could be wholly consistent with an
absence of market power. If search users (who can easily switch)
consider Bing to be a lower-quality search service, then large pay-
ments by Microsoft to outbid Google for those exclusive default
rights would be largely wasted because the “acquired” default
search users would quickly switch to Google (unless Microsoft
provided additional incentives for the users not to switch).

But this alternative scenario returns us to the original puzzle:
why is Google making such large payments to the distributors
for those exclusive default rights?

AN INTRIGUING POSSIBILITY

Consider the following possibility, suggested by University of
Chicago law professor Randal Picker: suppose that Google was
paying that $8–$12 billion annually to Apple in return for the
understanding that Apple would not develop its own search engine
for its device users. (This possibility was not raised in the DOJ’s
complaint nor is it raised in the subsequent suits by the state
attorneys general.)

Let’s explore the implications of this possibility by taking it to
an extreme. Suppose that Google and Apple had a formal agree-
ment that—in return for the $8–$12 billion per year—Apple would
not develop its own search engine. In that event, the agreement
not to compete would likely be seen as a violation of Section 1
of the Sherman Act (which simply prohibits any arrangement
“in restraint of trade” and does not require a market delineation
exercise), and Apple would join Google as a co-conspirator. The
case would take on the flavor of the FTC’s prosecution of “pay-
for-delay” agreements between the manufacturers of patented
pharmaceuticals and the generic drug manufacturers that chal-
lenge those patents and then receive payments from the former in
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(landline) AT&T case of 1984. In those cases, there were physical
assets that could be separated and spun off to separate companies.
For Google, physical assets aren’t important. And, although it is
conceivable that some of Google’s intellectual property—such
as Gmail, YouTube, or Android—could be spun off to separate
companies, doing so would do little to cure the (arguably) fun-
damental problem of the inert device users.

In addition, if there were an agreement between Google and
Apple for the latter not to develop a search engine, then large fines
for both parties would surely be warranted. But what next? Apple
can’t be forced to develop a search engine. This differentiates
such an arrangement from the “pay-for-delay” arrangements for
pharmaceuticals, where the generic manufacturers can readily
produce a near-identical substitute for the patented drug and are
otherwise eager to do so.

At the end of the day, forbidding Google to pay for exclusivity
may well be worth trying as a remedy. But, as the discussion above
indicates, it is unlikely to be a panacea and is likely to require
considerable monitoring for effective enforcement.

CONCLUSION

The DOJ’s case against Google will be a slog. There are unre-
solved issues—such as how to delineate a relevant market in
a monopolization case—that will be central to the case. And
even if the DOJ is successful in showing that Google violated
Section 2 of the Sherman Act in monopolizing search and/
or search-linked advertising, an effective remedy seems prob-
lematic. But there also remains the intriguing question: why
was Google willing to pay such large sums for those exclusive
default installation rights?

The developments in the case will surely be interesting.
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return for dropping the patent challenge and delaying the entry
of the generic substitute.

As of this writing, there is no evidence of such an agreement
between Google and Apple, and it seems quite unlikely that, even
if the two intended such an arrangement, there would have been a
formal agreement. But the DOJ will be able to engage in discovery
and take depositions. It will be interesting to find out what the
relevant executives at Google—and at Apple—thought was being
achieved by those payments.

WHAT WOULD BE A SUITABLE RELIEF/REMEDY?

The DOJ’s complaint is vague with respect to the remedy that it
seeks. This is unsurprising. The DOJ may well want to wait to see
how the case develops and then amend its complaint.

However, even if Google’s actions have constituted monop-
olization, it is difficult to conceive of a suitable and effective
remedy. One apparently straightforward remedy would be simply
to require that Google not be able to purchase exclusivity with
respect to the pre-set default settings. In essence, the device man-
ufacturers and others would always be able to sell parallel default
rights to other search engines on the basis, say, that the default
rights for some categories of customers—or even a percentage of
general customers (randomly selected)—could be sold to other
search engine providers.

But now the Gilbert–Newbery insight comes back into play.
Suppose that a device manufacturer knows (or believes) that Goo-
gle will pay much more if—even in the absence of any exclusivity
agreement—Google ends up being the pre-set search engine for all
(or nearly all) of the manufacturer’s device sales, as compared with
what the manufacturer would receive if those default rights were
sold to multiple search engine providers (including, but not solely,
Google). Can that device manufacturer (recall that the distributors
are not defendants in the case) be prevented from making this sale
to Google and thus (de facto) continuing Google’s exclusivity?

Even a requirement that Google not be allowed to make
any payment to the distributors for a default position may not
improve the competitive environment. Google may be able to find
other ways of making indirect payments to distributors in return
for attaining default rights, e.g., by offering them lower rates on
their online advertising.

Further, if the ultimate goal is an efficient outcome in search,
it is unclear how far restrictions on Google’s bidding behavior
should go. If Google were forbidden to purchase any default instal-
lation rights for its search engine, would (inert) consumers be
better off? Similarly, if a distributor were to decide independently
that its customers were better served by installing the Google
search engine as the default, would that not be allowed? But if it
is allowed, how could one be sure that Google wasn’t indirectly
paying for this “independent” decision (e.g., through favorable
advertising rates)?

It’s important to remember that this (alleged) monopoliza-
tion is different from the Standard Oil case of 1911 or even the
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